CYCLONE BASKET

The Cyclone has been developed in partnership with Intercrate for Heinzen’s SD50LT Spin Dryer with molded-in holes, strength, ergonomic improvements and features metal detectable FDA material.

FEATURES

- **Tough**: Built using impact-modified material. Extra thick sections on the top rim, bottom lip, and handles.

- **Ergonomic**: Hand-holds are higher and closer together than previous models, extreme drainage in base for rapid water flow, weight reduction grab points on underside, smooth exterior, and shoulder-friendly bottom edge for overhead carry are all now ergonomic improvements for your workers.

- **Rapid drainage**: More open area with molded-in holes means more productive use of your machinery and improved draining, as well as drier product.

- **Molded-In Holes**: The Cyclone has 340 bottom and 642 side molded-in holes for a total of 982 holes that do not need to be drilled and de-burred by your crew. Molded-in holes offer your quality program more consistency than hand drilled holes.

- **Traceable**: Proven metal detection technology makes plastic debris detectable.

- **Color**: Current metal detecting options are white, blue, yellow, green, and red.

- **Sanitation**: The Cyclone can be steam cleaned or cleaned with hot water (unlike polyethylene).

SPECIFICATIONS

- 13 layers stacked empty—4 stacks/pallet
- 52/pallet—93" high on pallet
- Nesting increment: 5"
- Pure white available for non-metal detecting only
- Tare weight: 7lbs.
- Internal volume: 32gal.

PRODUCTS

- Lettuce
- Broccoli
- Spring Mix
- Spinach
- Celery
- Peppers
- Onions
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